Abstract. Let S be a simply connected space. There is a certain principal fibration ■n K{ -» E->K0 in which K¡ and K0 are products of rational Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces and a continuous map <J>: 5 -> E such that in particular <j>0 = it » $ maps the primitive rational homology of S isomorphically to that of K0. A main result of this paper is the Theorem. // dim m (S) <8> Q < oo then </> is a rational homotopy equivalence if and only if all the primitive homology in HAS; Q) and FFJ,K0, S; Q) can (up to integral multiples) be represented by spheres and disk-sphere pairs.
homology is always primitive, but the reverse inclusion usually fails. Indeed, a main theorem of this paper reads Theorem I. Suppose S is a simply connected space such that dim tt*(S) ® Q < oo. Then (with the notation above) the fallowing two conditions are equivalent:
(1) the primitive classes in H^(S) and H^.(K0, S) are all spherical, (2) the continuous map <¡>x: S -> E is a rational homotopy equivalence. Moreover, when they hold, the integers «, are all even; the classes co, form a prime sequence in the free commutative graded algebra H*(K0); and H*(S) = H*(K0)/I, where I is the ideal generated by the co,.
Remark. A prime (or regular) sequence in an algebra H is a sequence co,,... such that in the factor algebra obtained by setting co, = • ■ • = <o,_1 = 0, the image of co, is not a zero divisor (i -1,2,...).
Theorem I can be restated in an apparently very different form. Recall that the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for S [9] is a 2nd quadrant spectral sequence, converging to H*(£IS), which is a stronger invariant than the algebra H*(S). (Indeed dx: Ex~2<* -» Exx-* is simply the map H+(S) ® H+(S) ^ H+(S).) The higher differentials are a further (but still incomplete-cf. [7, §8 .13]) invariant of the rational homotopy type of S.
For certain spaces however (called formal spaces-the precise definition is given below) the rational homotopy type is a formal consequence of the cohomology algebra. Thus two formal spaces with isomorphic cohomology algebras have the same rational homotopy type. If a simply connected commutative graded algebra H over Q has the property that H(S) = H => S is formal, then H is called intrinsically
formal.
An algebra of the form AX = exterior algebra ( Xodd ) ® symmetric algebra ( Xeven) is intrinsically formal. (Such algebras are exactly the cohomology algebras for a product of A^(Q; «)'s, « possibly varying.) More generally if H is the quotient of A X by an ideal generated by a prime sequence then H is intrinsically formal (cf. Remark 3.1). We call algebras of this form hyperformal. Since a wedge of odd spheres is intrinsically formal [7, Theorem 1.5] but usually not hyperformal, none of the implications H( S ) hyperformal =» H( S ) intrinsically formal => S formal can be reversed.
On the other hand the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of a formal space collapses at E2. Spaces whose Eilenberg-Moore sequence collapses at E2 will therefore be called weakly formal.
If, for some«, Ei = E3 = ' ' ' -En then the space is called weakly n-formal. A space which is «-formal in the sense of [7] is easily seen to be weakly «-formal.
We can approximate weak formality in another way. Call a space spherically n-formal if In [7, §8.13] it is shown that spherically 0-formal *> weakly formal ^> formal. We shall give examples showing also that spherically 0-formal =& spherically 1-formal =*• weakly formal and conjecture that in fact spherically /-formal =?» spherically (/ + l)-formal. All this is in contrast with our restatement of Theorem I which reads Theorem II. Assume S is simply connected and dim tr^S) ® Q < oo. Then S is spherically 1-formal <=> H(S) is hyperformal.
Remark. When S is a homogeneous space then spherically 1-formal can be replaced by spherically 0-formal in the theorem [3, Chapter 11, Theorem IV], but this is not true more generally even if both H(S) and tt^S) ® Q have finite dimension, as is shown in §3. The corollary S formal <=>//( S) hyperformal, under the hypotheses dim H(S) < oo, dim tt*(S) ® Q < oo, S simply connected, has a short and elegant proof [2] . This result has also been established by A. Pazitnev.
A simple translation of [7, Theorem 8.12 ] shows that S is spherically 0-formal if and only if every primitive homology class in H^S) is spherical. Slightly more subtly, we shall establish the 3.6. Proposition.
S is spherically l-formal if and only if every primitive homology class in H*(S) and in H*(K0, S) is spherical. (K0 is as in Theorem I.)
This at least suggests why Theorem II is closely related to Theorem I. The definitions above and Theorem II extend to the categories of path-connected topological spaces S and c-connected commutative graded differential algebras (c-connected c.g.d.a.'s) (A, dA) over a field T of characteristic zero, with the following modifications.
(i) irJ(S) must be replaced by nr^(S) or it*(A, dA).
(ii) Homotopy type must be suitably defined (over T). Clearly this theorem implies the identical result for path-connected spaces (replace A by A(S)) and hence contains the topological Theorem II.
The proofs of the theorems rely on the filtered models of [7] . After some preliminaries in §2, these are described in §3 where also are the examples and the proof of Proposition 3.1. The actual proofs of the theorems are in §4; these, however, depend on the results of §5.
The second major ingredient in these proofs is a careful analysis of finitely generated models whose cohomology algebra is also finitely generated, and this is deferred to §5.
As a byproduct of this analysis we obtain one final result. Let (A, dA) have finitely generated cohomology, and suppose dim-n^A, dA) < oo. Set
Similarly, if A^is the minimal model we setf Ax(t) -lp^0dim(AX)ptp.
Because dim X < oo, fAX(t) is convergent for | /1 < 1. Because H(AX) = H(A), dim(AA')/' > dim HP(A) and so fH(A)(t) is convergent for | /1< 1. Set (following Hsiang) Po(H(A)) = inf{« | fHm (1 -0"W0 -o).
As is shown, for instance in [ 
2. Preliminaries. In this section we recall material which will be needed in the sequel. There are three distinct parts: A-extensions, Koszul complexes, and dimension theory for commutative rings. Thus it is a fourth quadrant spectral sequence. 2.3. Dimension theory. Let R be a noetherian integral domain over our ground field T. Any ideal I E Ris the finite irredundant intersection of primary ideals Qj whose prime ideals 7, are called the associated prime ideals of /. Following [11] we write dim Pj = transe, degree of the quotient field of R/Pj and dim / = infy dim P,.
The chief result we need is a straightforward consequence of [11, Theorem 2.1, p. 195; Theorem 26, p. 203]. The result asserts that if R is a polynomial algebra over T on n variables then xx,... ,xs is a prime sequence if and only if the ideal / generated by xx,...,xs satisfies dim / = « -s. In this case / is unmixed, i.e. every associated prime ideal P of I satisfies dim P = n -s. As a consequence we have that any permutation of a prime sequence in R is a prime sequence. 3.5. Example. Our first example is a filtered model which is spherically 1-formal but not weakly formal. In fact, the cohomology algebra H is even intrinsically spherically 1-formal.
Let H be the algebra A(u1,u'1,u9,u'9,u9,uxx)/I where / is generated by m7«7, u7«,, -u9u'9, u'7uxx -u'9u9, and subscripts denote degrees. The resulting filtered model is trivially even intrinsically spherically 1-formal, but not minimal. Hence it is not weakly formal.
3.5'. Example. We construct a spherically 0-formal model which satisfies dim 77< 00, dim H* < 00 but is not spherically 1-formal. This shows that the hypothesis of spherically 1-formal in Theorem III is essential, and also that spherically 0-formal ^> spherically 1-formal.
Define a minimal KS complex (AZ, d) as follows. Z has as basis u3, v3, vv5, a4, b4, x1, yn (subscripts denote degrees) and du = dv -da = db = 0, dw = uv, dx -uw -a2, dy = vw -b2. The spherical cohomology is then and so Ax0/I is a finitely generated A(cx,...,cr) module. Since / is generated by /, together with finitely many elements of odd degree, AX0/J is also a finitely generated A(c,,...,cr) module.
Hence dim A X0/K < oo and it follows that dimH(Ax0® AXfd ® AU) < oo. Proof, (ii) =>(i) Filter AZ using the degree of A 7 to get a spectral sequence converging to H(AZ) with £2-term A 7® //(AW). It follows that E2 (hence also Eoe and H(AZ)) are finitely generated Ay modules. Thus H(AZ) is a finitely generated algebra. Lemma 8] yields vx,.. .,vs E W" with j = dim We so that dav¡ is a prime sequence in A We. Then a basis of 7, followed by davx,... ,davs, is a prime sequence in Aze.
Since a permutation of a prime sequence is prime, davx,... ,davs is a prime sequence in Aze.
Extend this to a maximal prime sequence in Aze of the form davx,...,davs, davs+x,... ,davs+l with v, E W°. Extend this in turn to a maximal prime sequence in AZeof the formc/0t>,,...,c/0i;J+,, cx,...,cr, with ck E (AY)N.
The argument of [4, Lemma 8] shows that ( A Y)N is contained in one of the prime ideals P associated with the ideal J generated by this sequence. Since (Ay)" contains a power of every homogeneous element of 7 we conclude that A + 7 C P and hence ker p E P.
Moreover davx,...,davs E p(P) and hence p(P) is a prime ideal of dimO in A We. It follows that dim P = 0 and so, by §2.3, s + t + r = dim Ze. Q.FÏD. This implies that $ = 0 by the above argument, so that the second map is also an inclusion. From this we deduce that r < p0(// ( Az, d) ).
On the other hand, by the remark after Lemma 5.2, Aze is finitely generated as a module over A(£j,,... ,as, />,,... ,b" cx,.. .,cr). Hence H0(AZ, da) is finitely generated over A(c,,...,cr).
Thus H(AZ, da) is finitely generated as a module over A(c,,... ,cr), and so p0(H(Az, dB)) < r. The various inequalities we have derived 
